Main Market Co-op Catering Menu
Meat and Cheese Antipasto
With uncured nitrate free Genoa salami, capicola, artichoke hearts, marinated mushrooms, imported provolone cheese,
roasted red peppers, country olive mix, garnished with fresh herbs.
In three sizes; - small (10-12 ppl.) $46
- medium (15-22 ppl .) $68
- large (25-30ppl.) $92

Vegetable Antipasto
With artichoke hearts, broccoli, marinated mozzarella ciligiene (cherry-sized mozzarella balls), imported Parmesan and
provolone cheeses, roasted red peppers, marinated mushrooms, celery, fresh bell peppers, and a country olive mix.
Arranged beautifully and garnished with fresh herbs.
In three sizes; - small (10-12 ppl.) $40
- medium (15-22 ppl .) $60
- large (25-30ppl.) $80

Specialty Cheese
A variety of local and specialty cheeses make up each platter which is garnished with fresh and/or dried fruit, and
assorted nuts. Assortments and prices vary with local and regional markets and availability.
In three sizes; small (10-12 ppl.) $55
- medium (15-22 ppl .) $80
- large (25-30ppl.) $110
Crackers are available for an additional cost.

Vegetable Tray
Organic cauliflower, broccoli, baby carrots, celery, peppers, cucumber and tomatoes, accompanied by your choice of
house made bleu cheese, pesto ranch, or garlic aioli .
In three sizes; small (10-12 ppl.)

$25

- medium (15-22 ppl .) $35
- large (25-30ppl.) $45

Sandwich Platter
We currently offer a seasonal rotating menu of hot Panini’s.
Sample of Current offerings for seasonal Panini’s : Smoked Turkey Apricot, Chicken Salad, Tofu Bahn mi, Roasted
Eggplant
Current offerings for seasonal wraps: Turkey Cranberry, Tempeh Peanut
In three sizes:
Small (6-8ppl) $55
Med (10-15ppl) $95
Large (16-20ppl) $140

Bagged lunches: $7.99ea. Includes: simple sandwich (choice of turkey and cheddar, Ham and Swiss, veggie,
wheat bread) kettle chips, water bottle & organic apple

Cookie Platter
An assortment of our own bakery cookies in miniature form chocolate chip, vegan chocolate chip, , ginger molasses,
vegan oatmeal and other rotating selections.
small (10-12 ppl.)-$40
medium (15-22 ppl .)-$60
large (25-30ppl.)- $80

Sheet cakes
Only available in vegan chocolate or vegan carrot cake
Serves 35-40 ppl -$70-$80

Dessert bars
Serves 35-40 ppl -$60-$65

Coconut tart
Serves 16 ppl -$48

We have a rotating selection of all of the above mentioned desserts in store, please
contact our bakery directly to inquire about availability and/or special ordering.

(509) 458-2667
Please Allow 72 hours notice for all catering orders

